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This novel, The Ghosts of Vasu Master, accomplishes the uncommon status of what
might be called, in short- - a wonderful story. Human feelings are articulately communicated
through the term of Vasu Master, an English instructor in P.G.Boys' School, Elipettai. The
calling of instructing said to be quite possibly the most respectable of the profession
additionally enjoys the additional benefit of being a long-lasting calling. The story begins with
Vasu Master's retirement from the school, and the initial not many sections portray the school,
a domineering Headmaster, and obviously, the understudies and their (incidental) wild conduct.
This is a kind of a collection of memoirs of Vasu expert, and how his life changes when he is
proposed to show a lethargic student, Mani, who is scorned by the entire town. Vasu ace takes
this up as a kind of challenge, and during the time spent showing Mani the upsides of life,
really remember his recollections directly from youth (where he was nearly constrained by his
tyrant Vaidya father and his grandma who, in all her years, figured out how to learn just single
word of English, and that was what she called Vasu-Nuisance!!) to his immaturity (when he
had eyes only for an unfamiliar model on a dreamboat calendar!)to his choice of turning into
an English educator, to his union with Mangala, to the resulting birth of his children everything
in his practically repetitive life assisted him with instructing Mani.
This novel certainly helped me to remember the Panchatantra stories-the utilization of
plants and creatures to disclose a highlight kid. Nearly everybody probably heard the
Panchatantra or the Jataka stories. Here, Vasu Master utilizes a similar way of thinking while
at the same time showing Mani when he understands that Mani is anxious and disturbed with
pens, pencils, and note pads. Thus, the invented story of the Gray Mouse and his neighbour the
Crow, the Blue Bottle fly, and different characters. Through the narratives, Vasu ace shows
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Mani, yet in addition us. He shows us the genuine importance and the alternate points of view
of the 'words' acumen and love, among others. This is indeed an exceptionally contacting and
philosophical interpretation of the persona of an educator. It has made me view my educators
as not just individuals whose main occupation is to penetrate realities into our heads, yet
additionally as individuals who have their own lives and sentiments. It has made me reclaim
each censure I at any point articulated with regards to any instructor of mine and it will make
me reconsider I utter anything against my teachers. Coz, in all honesty, each educator has
contributed something to shape an understudies' character, either purposely or unknowingly.
This story additionally has a touch of the movie, Taare Zameen Par intentionally,
particularly when Vasu Master finds that Mani, who can't talk as expected, puts himself out
there wonderful through harsh and hurried, yet understandable portrayals in which he sees
everything through a dark cloak. Vasu ace assists Mani with eliminating the dark cover and
makes him see the world in its genuine nature.
Philosophically, captivating and expressive these are just not many of the numerous
descriptive words which can be utilized to depict this book. It begins with Vasu ace attempting
to summarize as long as he can remember in a note pad introduced to him by his understudies
and finishes with him setting up an inquiry paper, similar to the one an educator gets ready
toward the finish of a year, however just with straightforward, yet interesting inquiries
regarding human musings and activities and their outcomes.
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